Abstract

Praise be to Allah, prayer and peace be upon our Prophet Muhammad, sent by Secretary Lord of Glory omniscient by native Arabic language, and his sons and friends are the good and virtuous his sons and friends. Knowledge descriptor relating to the Code of grammatical Arab dimensions procedural across codes taken from lanes mental research regions spread since the early possession linguistic knowledge to those mechanisms, represented the expression of the holy Qur’an wrote a model for such knowledge descriptor, for that: the tightening of view researcher multiplicity of the Bedouin of the phenomenon of the monument guidance in the text of unexamined one, To say to God: "It is right to like what you talking) example of this diversity in the directive, Al-kovion had authorized the erection (such as) the shop, a circumstance, some of whom he sees erected disarm-reducing, the Rating: like articulating, and redundant, whilst fur and glass Passport erection on the assertion estimate: really right, such as articled, and I suppose the criminal and the son of OS ambush on the case of the indefinite article (right), Al- Mezni believes that (such as) one name, such as: (fifteen) though (the excess), and some of them see the erection (such) as a case of conscience in the fixed pronoun (right).

In the face of multi-faceted and grammatical common in written expression of the Holy Qur’an even arrived in the multi-faceted syntactic mounted to a single one to thirty Bedouin face, as the chaff in Durr al-Halabi of Preserving researcher chose this subject to be a doctoral thesis in the stage.

Here it must be noted that this issue has not been ahead of me to a study of Dr. Ali Djiar Issa Fahdawi made by the Faculty of Arts at the University of Mustansiriya tagged :( Mansoob stores in the Qur’an) fully on my studies vary, he says: "I would like to note here that the topic does not address originally Mansoob (indicative mood) As is the case and discrimination name, for example, but rather addresses what was replaced by the monument, as if the sentence or likened or a name based ", he examines the wholesale and likened as little and I had a single word erected and taken from the written expression of Koran until the end of the seventh century AH material exclusively for research, and after inductive scientific material broadcast in the books of the Qur’an and express sorted required nature of the subject that the thesis is distributed to two doors and provided unprecedented boots, and sealed the results reached by the researcher and the sources and references.

It dealt with in the boot look grammarians of the Qur’an, and how they dealt with the holy Quran tenderloin, and their position on the readers,
and bring the poetic witness to witness the Qur'an. The first section was titled: subjective mood section, this section included four chapters divided by grammatical article: The first chapter under the title: What effect on the face of it, this chapter has included three sections President: the chapter first was titled: verses that endeavor two aspects (topics) Aarabeyen. The second topic taken the title: verses that endeavor three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased in three ways inflectional. The second chapter was titled: What is the face on the source (absolute effect), this chapter has included three sections President: first section was titled: verses that endures two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased in three ways inflectional. The third chapter was titled: What effect on the face for him, this chapter has included three sections President: first section was titled: verses that endured two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased in three ways inflectional. The second chapter was titled: What effect on the face of it, this chapter has included three sections President: first section was titled: verses that endures two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased in three ways inflectional. As for as on three aspects of inflectional. The second section was titled: door waste, this section has included three chapters divided in Article grammatical. The first chapter was titled: what on the face of the case, which included two sections of this chapter First topic was titled: verses that endured two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured more than two faces Aarabeyen. The second section was titled: What is the face of the exception, this chapter has included three sections President the section first was titled: verses in which the monument is likely related to the exception. The second topic was titled: verses in which the monument is likely to interrupted exception. And the third section was entitled: verses that endured the monument to the exception or the other on the faces of the monument. The third chapter was titled: What is the face of discrimination, this chapter has included three sections President: the first section was titled: verses that endured two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased in three ways inflectional. Has been inflicted in this section
chapter was titled: What was news on the face or one of her sisters, this chapter has included three sections President the first section was titled: verses that endured two sides Aarabeyen. The second topic was titled: verses that endured three aspects of inflectional. And the third section was titled: What has increased on three aspects of inflectional, it has two sections of the most important findings of the researcher, then a list of sources and references. One of the most noticeable methodology Altzmtha in my studies: the views of grammarians are mentioned in the books of the Koran express until the seventh century only, namely: the meanings of the Qur’an and his expression.

Grammarians in the books express the Koran until the seventh century only, namely: the meanings of the Qur’an and his expression of the glass, and the expression of Koran copper, and express thirty Sura of the Koran to Ibn Khalawayh, and the problem of expressing the Koran to Mackie, and express the Koran attributed to Osbhana, and express the Koran attributed to glass, a mosque grammar Science Albacola, and the statement in a strange expression of Koran Onbara, and Clarification of the expression of Koran Akipri, and book unique in expressing Quran Majeed Hmmana, and I regard chronology in accidental to their views, Vaakect opinions and Odanha reported objections sent to their views, and their validity, then explained my opinion on the single-erected directing, Matiguen me Faragan it properly, which is consistent with the context of the verse and the significance of the Quranic text explaining the reason for optional and weighted-to-face without the other aspects, has documented the Qur’anic readings that have had an impact evident in the multiplicity of guidance Bedouin single word of the books of readings and interpretation, and went out verses from collections poets as much as possible in addition to the documentation of the books of grammar, language and literature, and settled for mentioning the name of the book without the author in the margin; for I mentioned in the detailed sources and references After such consideration, research and extrapolation of the Koran and books express my Bzli my energy and I ask Allah to accept it from me, a widow’s mite, the Excel it is God, but missed it myself, and Hasbi Masait him Praise be to Allah we suffice us is